Starting: kskgen (at Thu Oct 27 18:49:20 2016 UTC)
Use HSM /opt/dnsssec/aep.hsminf07
HSM /opt/dnsssec/aep.hsminf07 activated.
setenv KEYER_LIBRARY_PATH=/opt/dnsssec
setenv PKCS11_LIBRARY_PATH=/opt/Keyper/PKCS11Provider/pkcs11.GCC4.0.2.so.4.07
Found 1 slots on HSM /opt/Keyper/PKCS11Provider/pkcs11.GCC4.0.2.so.4.07
HSM slot 0 included
Loaded /opt/Keyper/PKCS11Provider/pkcs11.GCC4.0.2.so.4.07 Slot=0
HSM Information:
  Label: ICANNKSK
  ManufacturerID: AEP Networks
  Model: Keyper 9860-2
  Serial: H1403032

Generating 2048 bit RSA keypair...
Created keypair labeled "Klajeyz"

SHA256 DS resource record and hash:
  . IN DS 20326 8 2 E06D44B80B8F1D39A95C0B0D7C65D08458E880409BBC683457104237C7F8EC8D
>> tapeworm hazardous crumpled provincial alone midsummer Belfast corporate revenge fas
  cinate alone asteroid kivi glossary stagnate Jupiter endorse typewriter merit Dakota pu
  ppy pyramid frighten confidence eightball autopsy crowfoot consensus soybean warranty t
  umor microscope <<

Created CSR file "Klajeyz.csr":
  O: Public Technical Identifiers
  OU: Cryptographic Business Operations
  CN: Root Zone KSK 2016-10-27T18:50:19+00:00
  1.3.6.1.4.1.1000.53: . IN DS 20326 8 2 E06D44B80B8F1D39A95C0B0D7C65D08458E880409BBC6834
  57104237C7F8EC8D

Klajeyz.csr SHA256 thumbprint and hash:
  3674086DE75997F47F273027746303C31A6C43D81F5FA43D107A43DECB1C63755
>> Christmas hydraulic aimless hazardous transit examine preshrunk Virginia lookup cele
  brate chairlift celebrate indoors Galveston ammo company rematch reproduce commerce inv
  entive vapor whimsical crucial scavenger ahead Pandora commence unicorn sailboat respon
  sive clamshell equipment <<

Unloaded /opt/Keyper/PKCS11Provider/pkcs11.GCC4.0.2.so.4.07 Slot=0